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scale – Carry-on baggage check
More sales with process-optimized check-in
Optimise your service and sales and give your passengers relevant carry-on baggage information. scale is a harmonious
complete package that centres on functionality with its minimalistic clarity – without any mains connection from the
building required.

Is it carry-on baggage or do you have to check it in?
With scale, passengers will receive clear information about their luggage - and will therefore have the opportunity - in good time to hand in excessively heavy and large items of luggage at the check-in. No irritating re-weighing at the boarding desk, no waiting
passengers.

The advantages of scale at a glance
_ new sources of revenue can be
generated
_ no more time-consuming luggage
checks in the check-in area
_ carry-on baggage that is the right size
facilitates quick boarding
_ loading weight is adhered to
_ flexible use thanks to its wheels
_ ergonomic transport handle makes
handling easier
_ customisable info panel containing
regulations for carry-on baggage
_ battery-operated with a long life
_ safe and convenient maintenance via
lockable inspection opening
_ appealing product design enhances
brand identity
_ long life guaranteed by high processing
quality, made in Germany
_ Building Material Class B1; Class A if
required
_ designed for two different luggage
formats (e.g. carry-on baggage,
laptop case)

Real added value - for customers and staff
No more losing valuable time when boarding caused by carry-on baggage that cannot be stored, stuffed overhead storage
compartments, irritated passengers and stressed flight staff. You will benefit from less stress on personnel, reduced time and
costs and increased turnover. scale provides real added value not only for the passengers, but for your staff too.

Easy to transport
At just 35.5 kg, scale is easy for anyone
to transport and can therefore be used
flexibly at any location.
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scale
sophisticated technology, clever details
Integrated digital scales
_ units of weight can be set at kilograms (kg) or
pounds (lb)
_ in order to avoid misuse, the preset weighing area
is limited to 20 kg
_ weighing range can be set individually – higher
measurement ranges are also possible
_ weighing precision +/- 100 grams
_ saves batteries by means of automatic switch-off
_ no external electricity supply required
_ batteries only need to be changed after approx.
1 year assuming 200 weighings per day
_ generous LCD display at an ideal reading height
_ automatic reset to zero for next weighing after
carry-on baggage is removed

Robust carry-on baggage basket
The integrated basket can take up to 120 kilos. The
standard dimensions of the basket are 55 x 40 x 23 cm
and can be selected freely depending on your carry-on
baggage stipulations. The floor of the basket is open,
which prevents undesirable waste disposal.
A closed and smooth surface with room to reach in
at the side also enables difficult pieces of luggage such
as rucksacks or bags with buckles. Openings on the
front and side of the basket frame and additional line
margins define a second piece of luggage measuring
40 x 30 x 10 cm.

Ergonomic transport handle
The ergonomic transport handle on the rear of the
stele guarantees a fast change of location. The
optimum height of the handle enables the scales
to be transported comfortably.

Info panel containing regulations for
carry-on baggage
The display module is screen-printed and therefore
defies any attempt to damage it. A digitally printed
magnetic foil is used as an info panel and enables the
luggage regulations to be presented in accordance
with corporate design. An additional protective laminate
guarantees long life. Information sheets can be changed
quickly and economically at any time.

Quickly and easily accessible
The lockable battery compartment makes it easy for
batteries to be changed and simultaneously protects
batteries from unauthorised removal. Eight standard
AA mignon batteries are used.

Customisability
scale has overall dimensions of 55.4 x 144.1 x 43.4 cm
and is powder-coated as standard in RAL 9006 white
aluminium – but it can be customised in any RAL
colour on request.
The rear side of the stele can have individual
information displayed on it using digital print on foil
or foil cut. The bottom plate, fitted with rubber feet,
guarantees both high stability and high resistance to
unwanted slipping. The manufacturer’s URL is located
on the upper side of the stele.
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airport signage –
complete airport guidance and orientation systems
Since its foundation in 1990, Vangenhassend GmbH has
been implementing comprehensive communication solutions for airlines and airports.
There are special requirements for the design of a working
guidance system in a public area such as an airport. You
can benefit from our many years of experience. We will
give you comprehensive advice on timeless product design,
optimum legibility, characteristic colour and a selection of
fireproof material. Here, the kind of information determines

www.airport-signage.de

the choice of communication system. With our static or
digital airport systems, the focus is on both an informing
and orientating function and the preservation of the
company’s own corporate design. A clear corporate
image strengthens the brand-specific appearance and
achieves fast recognition. Communication systems from
Vangenhassend fulfil functional, technical and aesthetic
criteria. You will also receive a cross-system, uniform
appearance when using the most varied static and digital
guidance and orientation systems.

Vangenhassend Roadshow

Experience designage live
Interested in a personal consultation, more detailed
information on our latest products or individual
orientation solutions?
We look forward to meeting you.
We are also showing our systems live as part of
our roadshow. Please call us on +49.211.565496-0
or mail us at info@vangenhassend.de.

Vangenhassend GmbH
Hanns-Martin-Schleyer-Straße 3
D-41564 Kaarst
Telefon +49.2131.29 180 - 0
Fax +49.2131.29 180 -10
info@vangenhassend.de

www.vangenhassend.de

